
Norton Webb Safeguarding

Our commitment

Norton Webb Ltd is committed to providing a secure environment for learners in which they feel safe and are

kept safe. All staff at Norton Webb Ltd recognise that safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility, irrespective

of the role they undertake and whether or not their role has direct contact with learners.

Objectives

The aim of the policy is to ensure that all staff at Norton Webb Ltd are aware of, and understand their

safeguarding responsibilities and those of others; signs that there might be a safeguarding concern; and the

reporting procedures for all safeguarding issues.

The policy will enable Norton Webb Ltd to deliver actions and services with procedures which are in

accordance with:

• ‘No Secrets’, the Children Act (1989 and 2004).

• Education Act (2002).

• Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults Act (2006).

• Protection of Freedoms Act (2012).

• Working Together to Safeguard Children (2015).

• Keeping Children Safe in Education (2022).

• Section 26 (1) of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act (2015).

• Prevent Duty Guidance for Further Education Institutions (2015).

• Mandatory Reporting of Female Genital Mutilation (2015).

• Controlling or Coercive Behaviour Statutory Guidance Framework (2015).

• Inspecting Safeguarding in Early Years, Education and Skills Settings (2016).

• West Yorkshire Consortium Safeguarding Children Procedures.

Scope

This policy covers safeguarding of children and adults at risk, both our learners and those persons in settings

where we practise, which fall into the category of child or adult at risk. It is inclusive of specific highlighted

safeguarding agenda areas - as defined by law and in the wider context all our stakeholders.

Values and Behaviours

British Values are of significant importance to everyone involved in any learning activity. Norton Webb Ltd’s

own company values and British Values form the basis of citizenship within our learning community and

across modern Britain. We promote these values to our students and staff as they are embedded across all
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our areas of activity, and are at the heart of everything we do. British Values are defined as “democracy,

the rule of the law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance for those with different faiths and

beliefs”.

Our values of integrity, empowerment, inclusion, safeguarding, innovation and communication are apparent

in all that we do, promotion of our Equality and Diversity policy; respectful and supportive behaviour towards

each other, our learners and our community. Playing our part in creating a caring environment that is safe,

healthy, supportive and learner-responsive; promoting an environment in which innovation and creativity

are encouraged.

Key Contacts

Designated Safeguarding Lead

Alison Walsh - Managing Director

• safeguarding@nortonwebb.com

• 01132396540 (Option 2)

• 07931656003

Additional Designated Officers

Jill Hyde - Director

Sarah Brown – Delivery & Quality Assurance Manager

• safeguarding@nortonwebb.com

• 01132396540 (Option 2)

Definitions

Safeguarding children is defined in Working Together to Safeguard Children as:

• protecting children from maltreatment

• preventing impairment of children’s health or development

• ensuring that children are growing up in circumstances consistent > with the provision of safe and

effective care

• taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes

Safeguarding vulnerable adults is defined in the Care and support statutory guidance issued under the Care

Act 2014 as:

• protecting the rights of adults to live in safety, free from abuse > and neglect
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• people and organisations working together to prevent and stop both > the risks and experience of

abuse or neglect

• people and organisations making sure that the adult’s wellbeing is > promoted including, where

appropriate, taking fully into account > their views, wishes, feelings and beliefs in deciding on any >

action

• recognising that adults sometimes have complex interpersonal > relationships and may be ambivalent,

unclear or unrealistic about > their personal circumstances and therefore potential risks to > their safety

or well-being

A child is defined as anyone under the age of 18. An adult at risk (previously referred to as a vulnerable

adult) is defined as any person over the age of 18 who is at risk of abuse or neglect because of their need

for support or personal circumstance. This could be due to and not limited to any of the following:

• Living in sheltered housing.

• Receiving any form of health care.

• Receiving a welfare service in order to support their need to live independently.

• Receiving a service due to their age or disability.

• Living in residential accommodation such as a care home.

• Receiving domiciliary care in their own home.

• Expectant or nursing mother living in residential care.

• Person under supervision of probation service.

While the definitions of a child and adult at risk give the rationale for legislative intervention, it is important

to note that a person may be deemed at higher risk of being affected by a safeguarding issue due to other

factors, such as:

• Possessing poor numeracy and literacy skills, or having a specific learning need.

• Having an unsupportive home environment.

• English is not their first language.

• Having an unsupportive employer.

• Being a part of an under represented group in society (e.g. ethnic minority).

• Acting as a carer for another family member.

• Have a background in offending.

• Being a Care Leaver.

• Were previously looked after.

• Having a disability or social need.

Our responsibility

We all have a responsibility to ensure that children, young people and adults at risk are protected from harm,

informed about potential risks to their welfare and that they understand how to seek help. We ensure all
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concerns are dealt with appropriately and in a timely fashion.

At Norton Webb Ltd, all staff are expected to comply with our Safer Recruitment and Disclosure and Barring

Service (DBS) Policies, and to have a good understanding of what constitutes a safeguarding or welfare

concern and how to provide support, guidance in such instances and the channels for escalating a concern.

To assist in this, on-going training and awareness (as well as continuous information, advice and guidance)

in order to help them feel confident in proactively promoting safeguarding and understanding their individual

responsibilities.

The responsibilities of particular individuals at Norton Webb Ltd are detailed below:

Our Governing Body - will undertake appropriate training to ensure that they are clear about their role

and the parameters of their responsibilities as governors, including their statutory safeguarding duties. The

Governing Body will support the ethos and values of Norton Webb Ltd and will support the company in

ensuring that our learning community is safe. In line with the provisions set out in the DfE guidance

‘Keeping Children Safe in Education’ (2022), the governing body will challenge the senior management

team on the delivery of this policy and monitor its effectiveness.

Governors will review this policy annually and may amend it outside of this timeframe in accordance with

any new legislation or guidance, or in response to any quality assurance recommendations.

Our Designated Safeguarding Lead - will maintain links with Local Safeguarding Children’s Boards and

Prevent Coordinators and plan and implement training for all employees. They will carry out investigations

into reporting welfare concerns and liaise with external bodies such as safeguarding boards where

appropriate. The DSL will also be resposible for the overall recording and management of safeguarding

issues and report to the board of governors on any issues that arise. They will review procedures and

policies on a timely basis, while also maintaining their own CPD to ensure their role can be fulfilled

competently.

Our Designated Safeguarding Officers - are responsible for dealing with employee concerns over learners’

welfare, signpost and offer guidance to lower level concerns and liaise with the designated Safeguarding

Lead for concerns requiring referral to external agencies. They may carry out investigations into welfare

concerns reported and liaise with external bodies such as safeguarding board where appropriate. Officers

will also continue to maintain their own CPD to ensure their role can be fulfilled competently.

Our Tutors - are responsible for checking the safety and welfare of all learners at each visit/point of

communication, ensuring that learners complete all safety related learning activities within their programme.

They will be mindful of indicators that may suggest that there is a safeguarding issue - (see Appendix 5)

and, if required, are expected to follow the 5 R’s procedure (Appendix 4)- and our flow chart for reporting

issues that concern them or are reported to them (Appendix 2 and 3). To carry out training as directed by

the safeguarding team in a timely manner.

Support Teams - must be mindful of indicators that may suggest the presence of a safeguarding issue should

they come into contact with a learner or potential learner (Appendix 5) and, if required, to follow the 5 R’s
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procedure (Appendix 4) and our flow chart for reporting issues that concern them or are reported to them

(Appendix 1, 2 and 3). To carry out training as directed by the safeguarding team in a timely manner.

The topic of safeguarding can be very sensitive due to the content and it may be difficult to discuss. If any

members of staff have any concerns over issues raised, they should contact a Designated Officer as quickly

as possible.

Safer Recruitment

Norton Webb Ltd carries out safer recruitment checks on everyone that works for us. All staff working

directly with learners in any capacity are required to complete a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check.

All staff are encouraged to sign up to the DBS Update Service so that annual checks can be completed.

Anyone interviewed for a post with Norton Webb must show an understanding of safeguarding that is

relevant to the role that they are applying for.

Please see our Safer Recruitment and Disclosure and Barring Service policies for further detail on our

recruitment procedures.

Types of Concern

Wellbeing Concern

Wellbeing concerns may be identified by any member of the Norton Webb Team, a learner or an employer.

These are concerns where behaviours or actions have been noticed, even just a ‘nagging doubt’, about an

individual’s personal situation or conduct.

Examples of wellbeing concerns include:

• Individuals experiencing mental health difficulties

• Individuals struggling with bereavement/loss

• Individuals struggling with finances

• Changes of behaviour, for example missing deadlines or sessions

Low-Level Concern

A low-level concern is any concern that an individual has acted in a way that:

• Is inconsistent with the staff code of conduct, including inappropriate conduct outside of work

• Doesn’t meet the threshold of harm or is not considered serious enough for Norton Webb to refer to

the LADO.

Low-level concerns are part of a spectrum of behaviour. This includes:

• Inadvertent or thoughtless behaviour
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• Behaviour that might be considered inappropriate depending on the circumstances

• Behaviour which is intended to enable abuse

Safeguarding Concerns

Where a child or adult has been identified as at risk of abuse or neglect, this should be raised as a Safeguarding

Concern.

Reporting a Concern

All concerns should be raised as soon as reasonably possible and in any event within 24 hours of becoming

aware of it (where the concern relates to a particular incident)

Wellbeing Concerns should be raised by completing the Wellbeing Record form (found in Google Drive).

This should be emailed to safeguarding@nortonwebb.com. If the concern is in relation to a learner, the

form should be uploaded to the Contact Diary with a contact type of Wellbeing Check.

Safeguarding concerns should be raised by completing the Safeguarding Incident Reporting Form (found in

the Google Drive). This should be emailed to safeguarding@nortonwebb.com. The individual raising the

concern or a member of the safeguarding team should make an entry in the Contact Diary with the contact

type of Safeguarding with details of the designated safeguarding officer monitoring the case. The reporting

form should not be uploaded to the Contact Diary.

Documents uploaded to the Contact Diary are not visible to anyone outside the Norton Webb team, therefore,

any concerns detailed will not be visible to learners or employers.

Low-level concerns and Safeguarding concerns should be raised as follows:

See Appendix 1, 2 and 3 for Process Charts

1. If a learner raises a concern/allegation with you: If the learner has a concern over their own

personal welfare and wellbeing, you are to listen to them and record all information given, while

making no judgement or assumptions. Action must be taken to secure the immediate safety of the

child or adult at risk (if deemed appropriate), this may involve staying with them until a responsible

adult can be located. This will only be recorded on the session and raised with the manager if the

learner agrees. However, you must report the issue to a Designated Officer, regardless of whether

the learner agrees. The Designated Officer will then decide the appropriate course of action, and

whether a referral outside the organisation is appropriate. (Appendix 1)

2. If a tutor has concerns over a learner: This might be through observation, discussion, or alleged by

others. The tutor should then follow the procedure set out in point (1) - Please see above.

3. If a learner/ parent has a concern or allegation about a member of Norton Webb Ltd staff:

All learners are to be informed that if they have a concern about their own personal welfare and

wellbeing which they do not feel comfortable talking to their tutor about, they can contact a member

of the Safeguarding Team in confidence. Contact details for the designated person are available in
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this policy, as well as in the information, advice and guidance section in the learner’s hand book,

within the online portfolio and on Norton Webb Ltd’s website. (Appendix 2)

4. If a parent contacts you to report a concern about their child: Ensure you listen and record the

details as per a learner reporting a concern to you. Ensure you have contact details for the parent. You

must report the issue to a Designated Officer. The Designated Officer will then decide the appropriate

course of action and, if a referral outside the organisation is appropriate, will liaise with the parent as

appropriate. Be mindful of confidentiality as all learners aged 16 and above and of employed status

are deemed to be adults, and therefore no information should be passed to parents or carers without

prior consent to do so from the learner. (Appendix 1)

5. If you observe a safeguarding issue taking place within the working practices of an employer’s

setting: Take action to stop the activity immediately, and inform the individual of your concerns, ask

them to remove themselves from the area and advise them you will inform their senior manager.

Take any actions to secure the safety of the child or adult at risk, this may involve staying with them

until a responsible adult can be located. Inform your Designated Safeguarding Officer. Be mindful

of differences between poor practice and a safeguarding issue and apply your action appropriately.

(Appendix 3)

6. If a learner reports unsafe practices or safeguarding issues to you within their working

environment: Advise the learner to follow in house reporting or whistle blowing procedures. You

may support the learner in speaking to the appropriate senior team members. Report the incident

to your designated safeguarding officer who will offer additional guidance and signposting for the

learner, and will monitor the situation. (Appendix 3)

It is important that you do not pass any information to other parties, or try to investigate the concern yourself.

All concerns should be reported to safeguarding@nortonwebb.com in the first instance:

• If you require an immediate response, call your Designated Safeguarding Officer immediately. It is

noted that the designated officer may not be available out of normal working hours; therefore in

circumstances where the individual is in immediate danger report the incident to the police on 999.

• The designated officer will endeavour to make initial contact within 24 hours.

• The designated officer will assess if the individual is at risk of significant harm and decide upon the

next course of action - this can range from offering signposting to support agencies, to referral to the

police and local safeguarding authorities. This may also involve passing information to the DBS.

(see Appendices on process of reporting for further information)

Training and Educating Employees

Each member of the safeguarding team holds a formal safeguarding qualification and will undertake regular

CPD events in order to keep updated with legislation and refresh their knowledge.

All employees undertake a Safeguarding and Prevent Induction and complete online courses specifically for

Safeguarding and Prevent. The training received is continually reviewed to ensure that the most appropriate
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and up-to-date training is given. Aligning with the mandatory duty surrounding the government’s Counter

Terrorism and Security Act (2015), all staff undertake Prevent training aligning with their role within Norton

Webb Ltd.

Periodic updates surrounding key safeguarding concepts are communicated monthly via internal

communication channels. Monthly focus topics are also distributed via these internal communication

channels to raise awareness and promote discussion in all areas under the wider safeguarding agenda

including areas such as radicalisation, mental health issues, positive relationships, and staying safe on the

internet, which will educate while enabling them to pass on greater knowledge to learners.

There is reference to safeguarding in all team meetings which are carried out on a quarterly basis.

Additional training programmes to support dealing with unpredictable behaviour and behavioural learning

difficulties are also available.

Individuals who are involved in staff recruitment must also complete safer recruitment training.

Safe Practice - Keeping Yourself Safe

To maintain yours and the learners’ safety, the following are strictly prohibited:

• Befriending learners on personal social media sites.

• Distributing personal telephone numbers.

• Visiting learners at home or transporting learners to and from locations (this includes travelling in a

car with the learner driving).

• Do not use sarcasm, insults or belittling comments towards learners.

• Personal relationships with learners.

It also important to be mindful of the following when conducting yourself:

• You will naturally build a rapport with learners through the training contact, and the learners may see

you as a confidante and support, but be sure to maintain professional boundaries whenever carrying

out work on Norton Webb Ltd’s behalf.

• Be respectful of all people, and appreciate that you are in a position of trust. We have the opportunity

to listen to their concerns and support them.

• Uphold confidentiality within certain remits when required by the situation, but be careful not to

promise to keep secrets or ask others to do so.

• Avoid spending time alone with learners in a closed environment. If this is unavoidable, for example

during a formal assessment/examination, ensure that a member of the site staff is aware where you

are and monitors this.

• Be careful when giving learners advice - as this is based on your opinion, focus support around

information (facts) and guidance (signposting).

• If at any point you feel unsafe in a learner’s company inform the site manager, your line manager,

the Designated Safeguarding Officer and leave the premises.
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Safe Practice-Keeping Learners Safe

Health and safety vetting and monitoring is carried out during learner induction. This involves discussion

between a Norton Webb representative, the employer and learner and allows for the tutor to be confident

in the employer’s ability to keep the learner safe during their employment and also helping to educate the

learner in looking after their own welfare and that of others. This includes checking that the learner is aware

of the employer’s evacuation procedure and lockdown policy if appropriate to the setting.

Learners are made aware of all of Norton Webb Ltd’s relevant policies, who the designated persons are and

how to report a concern during their induction to the programme. There is also a dedicated email address

to allow the learners to access support from the designated safeguarding officer confidentially.

As part of our robust IAG process, we carry out enrolment across two sessions. This gives us opportunities

to build rapport with the learner and enables us to identify potentially vulnerable learners at the earliest

stage possible.

There is a form within the enrolment process, which learners complete confidentially, on which they can

indicate any circumstances which may qualify for ALS (additional learning support), however we also take

into account information gained during face-to-face conversation with and observation by our enrolment

staff who are trained in IAG and active listening skills.

Online learner activities to develop their knowledge and understanding of basic safeguarding, equality and

diversity and health and safety legislation are in place as a compulsory part of each apprenticeship. Progress

is discussed at each tri-party review. All safeguarding concerns are recorded by the safeguarding team,

appropriate action and information, advice and guidance given.

All learners are contacted by a member of the support team after 3 and 6 weeks from the commencement

of their course. Where concerns are identified, these are reported to the tutor and a member of the

management team where necessary to ensure early help can be instigated.

All young learners (i.e. aged between 16 and 19 at the start of their course) and any individuals flagged

with a wellbeing or safeguarding concern are regularly monitored by the safeguarding team. The team

will check learner attendance and progress with the tutor so that any issues are identified early and the

appropriate support can be put in place. The issues which have identified them as potentially vulnerable are

not normally identified to the tutor, unless this is unavoidable.

Where Norton Webb Ltd acts as a subcontractor to other companies, Norton Webb Ltd will commit to

upholding the policies and procedures of the training provider/college which holds the funding. Norton

Webb Ltd will also attend any relevant training/ updates, adhere to monitoring requirements, and be aware

of and adhere to funding regulations as set out by the different funding authorities.
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Learners going missing from the workplace

A learner going missing from the workplace and training is a potential indicator of abuse or neglect. Members

of staff who become aware of a learner missing from a workplace without explanation should refer the matter

to the Designated Safeguarding Team.

Attendance at training appointments is monitored regularly on our internal metrics reports and learners are

contacted directly by support staff in the event that the tutor has been unable to contact them or they have

been tricky to make appointments with.

Employers are asked upon learner induction to contact us in the event that a learner is missing from work

without explanation so that we can contact the learner and check that there is not a safeguarding issue. This

is a particular concern where learners are under 18.

Confidentiality

Confidentiality is an important principle that enables people to feel safe in sharing their concerns and to ask

for help. However, the right to confidentiality is not absolute. Sharing relevant information with the right

people at the right time is vital to good safeguarding practice.

All records of safeguarding concerns will be kept securely and only accessed by members of the safeguarding

team.

Record Keeping

Wellbeing Concerns are reported to the safeguarding team and recorded in the learner’s Contact Log. This

enables the safeguarding team to monitor concerns and build a bigger picture where necessary.

Safeguarding Concerns are reported to the safeguarding team and stored in a confidential and secure

location only accessible by the safeguarding team. Each concern or referral is stored in a separate file and

marked as closed if the concern is resolved.

Records include:

• a clear and comprehensive summary of the concern;

• details of how the concern was followed up and resolved;

• a note of any action taken, decisions reached and the outcome.

If in doubt about recording requirements, staff should discuss with the Designated Safeguarding Lead (or

deputy).

Associated Policies

The safeguarding policy has obvious links with the wider Safeguarding Agenda and staff and governors

should always be aware of the impact that this policy has on other related issues. For example, when
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agreeing or reviewing this policy, links should be made with a range of other guidelines and procedures:

• Equality and Diversity Policy.

• Safer Recruitment policy.

• Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) and Handling Policy.

• Disciplinary Policy and procedure.

• Prevent Policy.

• Social Media Policy.

• Whistleblowing policy.

• E-Safety & Social Media Policy

• Gender Equality Statement

• GDPR Compliance Policy Statement

• Learner Health & Wellbeing Policy

Document Control

UKPRN 10018297

Published 5/7/2014

Responsibility Managing Director

Last Revised 16/01/2023

Next Review 15/01/2024
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Appendix 1 - Learner Safeguarding Concerns

1.1 Learner is younger than 18

Complete Safeguarding Incident Reporting Form
and contact Designated Safeguarding Officer

Email completed form to
safeguarding@nortonwebb.com

Cause for concern is noted by or brought to the
attention of a member of staff

Follow Over 18
Flowchart 

YES

Is the subject of concern at risk of
immediate harm? Is it an s47 referral
to Children's Social Care or a police

matter?

Designated Safeguarding Officer
makes a referral to Children's

Social Care in the relevant area
for the person at risk

YES

Children and family assessment (CSWS) is
conducted within 10 days

CSWS take
forward to CIN/CP

plan

CSWS assess and decide no
further action is needed - reasons

given to DSL 

DSL to take any action
recommended by CSWS and

continue to monitor and support
to end of programme 

Safeguarding team to contact learner to
assess and offer support, signposting or
referral to other services as necessary.

NO

Further concerns identified

Safeguarding team to
continue to support and
monitor throughout the

programme

Is subject of
concern 
over 18?

Programme
finish with no

further
concerns.

NO

NO

YES
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1.2 Learner is over 18

Cause for concern in noted by or brought to the
attention of a member of staff

Refer to Adult Social Care,
the Police, Emergency or

Primary Care Services, GP
etc

NO

YES

Are there any children/ young
people who live with, or are
dependent on, the adult who

could be at risk?

Provide advice to learner on how they
can access/self-refer to relevant support

services including emergency / out of
hours services. Safeguarding team to

continue to monitor and support learner
to end of programme.

Safeguarding team to take any action
recommended by other agencies and to

continue to monitor and support to end of
programme

Complete Safeguarding Incident Reporting Form
and contact Designated Safeguarding Officer

Email completed form to
safeguarding@nortonwebb.com

NO
Is subject of

concern 
over 18?

Follow Under
18 Flow Chart

YES

Is the subject of concern at
risk of immediate harm? 

YES

YES

NO Are they a vulnerable adult
who may lack capacity? 

NO

Further concerns identified

Programme
finish with no

further
concerns.

YES

NO

Follow Under
18 Flow Chart
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Appendix 2 - Parent, Employer or Learner Raises a Concern Over Norton Webb Team 
Member

Please see Appeals procedure if the team member is not happy with how the issue is handled.

Inform relevant internal and external parties -
HR, Manager, Board of Governors, 

DBS, Police
Local Safeguarding Authority

YES

Feedback to
member of staff
concerned with

recommendations
for future

NO

Does the
allegation

require further
action? 

Parent, employer or learner raises concern over a
Norton Webb team member

Designated Safeguarding Officer immediately
commences internal investigation

If concern is reported to a team
member who is not part of the
Safeguarding team, it must be
referred to Safeguarding team

ASAP.

No

YES

Raised directly with
member of

safeguarding team?

Appropriate
Employment
action to be

taken.
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Appendix 3 - Safeguarding Concern Witnessed or Reported Relating to Activity in 
Learner Setting

Learner reports unsafe practice
to Norton Webb staff member

Concern witnessed by NW
staff member

Concern witnessed by
learner

NW staff will signpost learner to
internal reporting and whistle

blowing policies

Ensure that the individual is
safe from immediate harm

Complete Safeguarding Incident Reporting Form
and contact Designated Safeguarding Officer

Email completed form to
safeguarding@nortonwebb.com

Safeguarding team to contact
learner to assess and offer

support, signposting or referral
to other services as necessary.

Safeguarding team to follow up
with senior contact at employer
concerned or external agencies

and continue to monitor

Safeguarding team to
continue to support and
monitor throughout the

programme

NO

Further concerns identified

Programme
finish with no

further
concerns.

FOLLOW UP
ACTIONS

YES
Follow relevant
appendix flow

chart
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Appendix 4 - Detailed Procedure for dealing with Safeguarding Concerns 

1. Recognition 

Signs of abuse can be difficult to spot, as can a learner trying to find the right language to tell you about 

a concern. If you have any concerns about the welfare of the learner from what you have seen, heard, 

discussed with them or you have noticed changes in their behaviour which have caused you safeguarding 

concerns, you must report it to the designated person. You do not personally have to believe the concerns 

in order to raise them, but any concerns raised should be taken seriously. See Appendix 5 for indicators of 

abuse to help. 

2. Response 

No report or concerns about possible abuse should be ignored. Your main role is to listen and record without 

being  judgemental or using leading questions. Use open questioning to gather factual details – e.g. when 

did it take place? Who said what? What happened? You must stay calm and not let the learner know if you 

feel panicked or shocked. Do not make any promises about what will happen next, but do assure the learner 

that you will pass it on to the designated person within Norton Webb Ltd, and that we will do everything 

we can to help. It is good practice to show support and reassurance, but be mindful to maintain a situation 

where you do not put yourself at risk. It would also be useful to have information regarding current agency 

support – have the police already been informed? is the person receiving local authority or medical support? 

3. Record 

Ensure you record notes of the incident or disclosure as soon as possible. The notes should be dated 

and signed where possible. The notes should detail what you saw/heard or what was discussed with an 

individual; the names of those involved; and the time; location, and what action you took. Use Safeguarding 

Incident Reporting Form where possible, but any form of notes will be acceptable.

4. Report 

Report the concerns to the designated person, ensuring that you have recorded all details as above. This 

communication can be face-to-face or by phone, but all communication should be followed by by emailing 

safeguarding@nortonwebb.com. All communication and documents will remain confidential between the 

designated person and individual that has reported it, unless the designated person deems it appropriate to 

take further action and involve other agencies. 

5. Referral 

The designated person will then make the decision of what course of action should be taken. Only the 

designated person should be responsible for the decision as to whether referrals need to be made outside 

of the organisation.
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Appendix 5 - Indicators of Abuse

Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Physical abuse Deliberately causing physical harm. • Cuts, bruises, burns

• Wearing long-sleeved clothes 

• Pain 

• Cowering

Neglect Neglect is the persistent failure to 

meet a person’s basic physical and/

or psychological needs, likely to 

result in serious impairment of the 

person’s health or development. 

Neglect is when a parent or carer fails 

to provide adequate food, clothing, 

shelter (including exclusion from home 

or abandonment), medical care, or 

protection from physical and emotional 

harm or danger.

• Withdrawn 

• Weight loss 

• Fear of going home 

• Improper hygiene 

• Confusion 

• Inappropriate clothing

Self-Neglect Neglecting to care for one’s personal 

hygiene, health or surroundings this 

includes behaviour such as hoarding.

• Poor diet and nutrition 

• Poor personal hygiene 

• Not taking prescribed 

medication 

• Substance misuse 

Psychological 

abuse

Emotional abuse, threats of harm or 

abandonment, deprivation of contact, 

humiliation, blaming, controlling, 

intimidation, coercion, harassment, 

verbal abuse, cyber-bullying, isolation or 

unreasonable and unjustified withdrawal 

of services or support networks.

• Withdrawn 

• Depression 

• Lack of confidence 

• Socially awkward 

• Easily manipulated
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Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Financial Abuse Theft, fraud, internet scamming, coercion 

in relation to an adult’s financial affairs 

or arrangements, including in connection 

with wills, property, inheritance or 

financial transactions, or the misuse 

or misappropriation of property, 

possessions or benefits.

• Change in appearance 

• Having expensive gadgets 

• Having no money 

• Not eating properly

Sexual abuse Sexual abuse involves forcing or enticing 

any person to take part in sexual 

activities, whether or not the person 

is aware of what is happening, could 

also be indecent exposure or sexual 

harassment.

• Spending a long time in the 

toilet 

• Discomfort in sitting down 

• Inappropriate behaviour

Organisational 

abuse

Neglect and poor care practice within an 

institution or specific care setting such 

as a hospital or care home, for example, 

or in relation to care provided in one’s 

own home. This may range from one-off 

incidents to ongoing ill-treatment. It can 

be through neglect or poor professional 

practice as a result of the structure, 

policies, processes and practices within 

an organisation.

• Setting activity defined by a 

regime / task-orientated 

• Setting is dismissive of 

complaints 

• Learner may need to leave at 

certain times 

• Ask permission to do 

everything 

• Appear brainwashed

Discrimination The unjust or prejudicial treatment of 

different categories of people, especially 

on the grounds of one of the protected 

characteristics.

• Fearful of certain people 

• Avoiding certain situations 

• Being asked to do more work 

than they should

Child Sexual 

Exploitation

Sexual abuse involves forcing or enticing 

a child or young person to take part in 

sexual activities, whether or not the 

person is aware of what is happening, 

could also be indecent exposure or 

sexual harassment.

• Change in behaviour 

• Change in appearance 

• Increased sexualised 

behaviour/ language 

• Drug/ alcohol abuse 

• Suddenly wearing expensive 

things
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Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Bullying (inc 

cyberbullying)

Behaviour by group or individual 

repeated over time that intentionally 

hurts another individual or group either 

physically or emotionally (can be 

face-to-face, over text, social media 

exchanges).

• Withdrawn/ nervous 

• Signs of physical and 

emotional abuse 

• Constant use of or fear of 

internet usage

Domestic 

Violence

Incident or pattern of incidents of 

controlling, coercive, threatening 

behaviour, violence or abuse between 

those aged 16 or over who have been 

intimate partners or family members, 

can also be ‘honour’ based.

• Signs of physical or emotional 

abuse 

• Show signs of being 

controlled 

• Withdrawn 

• Anxious around others 

• Low self-esteem

Drugs Alcohol, tobacco, illegal drugs, 

medicines or psychoactive substances.

• Smelling of alcohol 

• Regular Hangover symptoms 

• Inability to concentrate 

• Lateness 

• Change in commitment levels

Fabricated or 

induced Illness

Making up signs and symptoms of an 

illness, falsifying medical records or 

inducing an illness to someone by any 

means.

Could pretend to be ill, think about 

being ill, and talk about persons taking 

them to the GP/doctor or hospital. 

Others could talk about a person’s 

consistent illness.

Forced 

Marriage

One or both spouses do not, or cannot 

due to vulnerabilities, consent to 

marriage and duress is involved.

• Travel abroad recently 

• Talking about getting 

married/ meeting spouses 

through family connections 

• Upholding religious duties
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Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Gangs and 

youth violence

Gangs where crime and violence are a 

core part of their identity. It can lead 

to increased anti-social behaviour and 

youth offending.

• May have expensive items 

• Change in behaviour 

• Bruises/ cuts 

• Social activities change 

• Gang tattoos 

• Carrying weapons

Female Genital 

Mutilation 

(FGM)

Partial or total removal of female 

external genitalia or injury to another 

part of the female genitalia for non-

medical reasons.

• Spending a long time in the 

toilet 

• Uncomfortable sitting down 

• Long trips away from home

Private 

fostering

Fostering arrangements without consent 

of Local Authority.

• Moving to different homes 

regularly 

• Not discussing family life 

• Abandonment characteristics

Gender based 

violence

Violence (either physical or sexual) 

towards women/ men.

• Withdrawn, nervous 

• Physical signs of abuse

Sexting Exchange of self-generated sexually 

explicit images through mobile picture 

messages

• Withdrawn 

• Boasting 

• Hiding mobile phones
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Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Radicalisation Process by which a person comes 

to support/ partake in terrorism and 

extremism (this also includes political/ 

animal rights and ecological extremist). 

Extremism is ideology that is considered 

to be far outside the acceptable 

mainstream attitudes of society (include 

opposition to British values).

• Long trips away from home 

• Talking about being wronged 

by a state or political system/ 

changing to a better life 

• Strong views about changing 

life 

• Talk of harming others in 

plight for cause

Teenage 

relationship 

abuse

Abuse in a relationship – either physical, 

sexual, emotional or financial.

• Withdrawn 

• Constantly responding to 

messages/ calls 

• Detect a control aspect 

• Physical signs of abuse

Trafficking and 

modern slavery

Encompasses slavery, human trafficking, 

forced labour and domestic servitude. 

Traffickers and slave masters use 

whatever means they have at their 

disposal to coerce, deceive and force 

individuals into a life of abuse, servitude 

and inhumane treatment.

• Talking about travelling 

abroad 

• Talking about someone else 

having control over them 

• Moving homes regularly 

• Avoid eye contact and appear 

frightened 

• No identification documents 

• Physical or emotional abuse.

Mental Health Absence of psychological wellbeing 

and effective physical or psychological 

functioning.

• Becoming more withdrawn 

• Changes in behaviour or 

personal appearance 

• Less punctual than normal, 

less interest
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Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Child on Child 

Abuse

Children can abuse other children. 

This is generally referred to as child 

on child abuse and can take many 

forms. It can happen both inside and 

outside of school/college and online. 

It is most likely to include, but may 

not be limited to: bullying (including 

cyberbullying, prejudice-based and 

discriminatory bullying); abuse in 

intimate personal relationships between 

peers; physical abuse; sexual violence, 

such as rape, assault by penetration 

and sexual assault; sexual harassment; 

non-consensual sharing of nudes and 

semi nudes images and/or videos; 

causing someone to engage in sexual 

activity without consent; upskirting; 

and initiation/hazing type violence and 

rituals.

• absence from school or 

disengagement from school 

activities

• physical injuries

• mental or emotional health 

issues

• becoming withdrawn – lack of 

self esteem

• lack of sleep

• alcohol or substance misuse

• changes in behaviour

• inappropriate behaviour for 

age

• harmful towards others

Online Abuse Online abuse is abuse that is facilitated 

using technology. It may take place 

through social media, online games, or 

other channels of digital communication. 

Children can also be re-victimised if 

evidence of their abuse is recorded 

or uploaded online. Technology can 

facilitate a number of illegal abusive 

behaviours including, but not limited 

to: harassment; stalking; threatening 

behaviour; sharing indecent images 

of children under 18; inciting a child 

to sexual activity; sexual exploitation; 

grooming; sexual communication with 

a child; and, causing a child to view 

images or watch videos of a sexual act. 

Using technology to facilitate any of the 

above activities is online abuse.

• spend a lot more or a lot 

less time than usual online, 

texting, gaming or using social 

media

• seem distant, upset or angry 

after using the internet or 

texting

• be secretive about who 

they’re talking to and what 

they’re doing online or on 

their mobile phone

• have lots of new phone 

numbers, texts or email 

addresses on their mobile 

phone, laptop or tablet
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Safeguarding 

Issue

Definition Indicators

Child Criminal 

Exploitation 

(CSE)

Criminal exploitation is child abuse 

where children and young people 

are manipulated and coerced into 

committing crimes.

• Frequently absent from and 

doing badly in school.

• Going missing from home, 

staying out late and travelling 

for unexplained reasons.

• In a relationship or hanging 

out with someone older than 

them.

• Being angry, aggressive or 

violent.

• Being isolated or withdrawn.

• Having unexplained money 

and buying new things.

• Wearing clothes or accessories 

in gang colours or getting 

tattoos.

• Using new slang words.

• Spending more time on social 

media and being secretive 

about time online.

• Making more calls or sending 

more texts, possibly on a new 

phone or phones.

• Self-harming and feeling 

emotionally unwell.

• Taking drugs and abusing 

alcohol.

• Committing petty crimes like 

shop lifting or vandalism.

• Unexplained injuries and 

refusing to seek medical help.

• Carrying weapons or having a 

dangerous breed of dog.
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Appendix 6 - Support and guidance

Staff can access government guidance as required on the issues listed above at a number of .GOV.UK 

website addresses:

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/approaches-to-preventing-and-tackling-bullying

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/children-missing-education 

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/children-who-run-away-or-go-missing-from-home-or-care

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/missing-children-and-adults-strategy

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/child-sexual-exploitation-definition-and-guide-for-

practitioners

• www.gov.uk/domestic-violence-and-abuse

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/drugs-advice-for-schools 

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-action-plan-to-tackle-child-abuse-linked-to-faith-

or-belief 

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/female-genital-mutilation-guidelines 

• www.gov.uk/forced-marriage

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/advice-to-schools-and-colleges-on-gangs-and-youth-

violence

• www.gov.uk/government/policies/violence-against-women-and-girls

• www.educateagainsthate.com/

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/mental-health-and-behaviour-in-schools--2

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/prevent-duty-guidance 

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/children-act-1989-private-fostering 

• www.gov.uk/government/publications/sharing-nudes-and-semi-nudes-advice-for-education-

settings-working-with-children-and-young-people

• www.disrespectnobody.co.uk/relationship-abuse/what-is-relationship-abuse/ 

Child Protection in Education (CAPE)

• www.cape.org.uk

Keeping children safe online

• www.ceop.gov.uk

• dotcomcharity.co.uk

DotCom Childrens Foundation

• www.dotcomcf.org/
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Bullying & child abuse

• www.anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk

• www.kidscape.org.uk

• www.childline.org

• www.nspcc.org.uk

Leeds Safeguarding Online Information

• leedssafeguardingadults.org.uk

• Social Care: 0113 222 4401

• Out of hours: 07712 106 378

Children’s Safeguarding Partnership

• www.leedsscp.org.uk
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Appendix 7 - Dealing with a disclosure

Learner makes a disclosure. Listen, check back using open questions: what? who? when? where? etc. Make 

some notes as soon as possible afterwards using the learner’s exact words where you can.

Complete a the Cause for Concern Form then speak to a Designated Staff Member  as soon as possible. Hand 

deliver or email the Cause for Concern Form direct to the Safeguarding inbox: safeguarding@nortonwebb.

com

The Designated Staff Member will give you some advice which may include any immediate next steps e.g. 

speaking to Social Care or the Police. They will confidentially log details on the safeguarding register.

The Designated Staff Member will provide you with some feedback on what action they have taken and any 

further action. e.g. support you can provide the learner.

When  a  learner  tells  me  about  abuse  s/he  has  suffered,  what  must  I remember?

• Stay calm

• Do not transmit shock, anger or embarrassment.

• Reassure the learner. Tell her/him you are pleased that  s/he  is speaking to you.

• Never enter into a pact of secrecy with the learner. Assure her/him that you will try to help but 

let them know that you will have to tell other people in order to do this. State who this will be 

and why.

• Tell her/him that you believe them. People rarely lie about abuse; but s/he may have tried to tell 

others and not been heard or believed.

• Tell the person that it is not her/his fault.

• Encourage the learner to talk but do not ask “leading questions” or press for information.

• Listen and remember.

• Check that you have understood correctly what the learner is trying to tell you.

• Praise the learner for telling you. Communicate that s/he has a right to be safe and protected.

• Do not tell the learner that what s/he experienced is dirty, naughty or bad.

• It is inappropriate to make any comments about the alleged offender.

• Be aware that the learner may retract what s/he has told you. It is essential to record all you 

have heard.

• At the end of the conversation, tell the learner again who you are going to tell and why that 

person or those people need to know.

• As soon as you can afterwards, make a detailed record of the conversation using the person’s 

own language. Include any questions you may have asked.  Do not add any opinions or 

interpretations.

NB It is not your role to seek disclosures. Your role is to observe that something may be wrong, ask about 

it, listen, be available and try to make time to talk.
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Immediately afterwards

You must not deal with this yourself. Clear indications or disclosure of abuse must be reported to Children’s 

Social Work Service or Adult Social Care without delay, by a member of designated staff, following the 

correct procedures as stated in the guidelines.
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Incident Reference: _____________________ 

Safeguarding Incident Reporting Form 
 

Details of Person Reporting Incident 

Name  

Date  Your Role  

Please provide a brief description of how the incident has come to light  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Details of the Person at Risk 

Name  

Date of Birth  Age*  

Gender  

Is there any information about the individual that would be useful to consider? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

*If under 18 or specifically vulnerable, please complete Contact Information section, if not, please continue to Incident Details 

Contact Information – Parent/Carer, where relevant 

Name(s)  

Address  

Contact 
Number(s) 

 

Email  

Have they been 
notified of this 
incident? 

No
 

Please explain why this decision has been taken 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes
 

Please give details of what was said/actions agreed 
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Incident Reference: _____________________ 
 

Incident Details* 
Date and Time of 
Incident 

 

Please Tick One I am reporting my own 
concerns

I am responding to concerns 
raised by someone else (please 
complete details below)

 

Name of person 
raising concern 

 
Role of 
relationship to 
individual 

 

Contact Number  

Contact Email  

Details of the incident or concerns (include other relevant information, such as description of any injuries and 
whether you are recording this incident as fact, opinion or hearsay) 

 

*Attach a separate sheet if more space is required (e.g. multiple witnesses) 
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Incident Reference: _____________________ 
 
 

Incident Details (continued) 

Individual’s account of the incident 

 

 

Witness Details 

Name of Witness  
Role of 
relationship to 
individual 

 

Address  

Contact Number  

Contact Email  

Name of Witness  
Role of 
relationship to 
individual 

 

Address  

Contact Number  

Contact Email  
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Incident Reference: _____________________ 
 
 

Details of any Person Involved in this Incident or Alleged to have Caused the Incident 

Name  
Role of 
relationship to 
individual 

 

Address  

Contact Number  

Contact Email  

Details of Action Taken to date: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Reporting 
Has the incident 
been reported to 
any external 
agencies? 

No
Yes (please complete details 
below)

 

Name of 
Organisation / 
Agency 

 

Contact Person  

Contact Number  

Email  

Agreed action or advice given 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Declaration 

Your Signature  

Print Name  

Date  

 

Safeguarding Contact 
Safeguarding 
Officer’s Name 

 

Date Reported  
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Incident Reference: _____________________ 

Follow Up Incident Report 
Details of Person Following Incident Up 

Name  

Date  

Your Role  

 

Details of Person at Risk 

Name  

Date of Birth  Age  

 

Details of Follow Up 

 

 

Details of Any Further Actions for Norton Webb to Take 

 

Is this Incident 
Closed/Resolved? 

Yes No - Please confirm second review 
d t  

 

Declaration 

Your Signature  

Print Name  

Today’s Date  
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Wellbeing Record 

Wellbeing Record V1 2022 

 

Date  

Apprentice Name  

Apprenticeship Start 
Date 

 
Apprenticeship End 
Date 

 

Apprenticeship 
Course Name 

 

Employer  

Norton Webb 
Representative 

 

 

Identified risks 

☐ Attendance at sessions ☐ Late or failure to complete work 
set 

☐ Quality of work submitted 

☐ Attendance at work ☐ Disciplinary at work ☐ Concerns regarding work practices 

☐ Emotional Wellbeing/ Mental 
Health 

☐ Physical Health Needs/ Disability ☐ Problematic/Harmful Sexual 
Behaviour 

☐ Abuse or Neglect ☐ Domestic Abuse ☐ Homeless/Housing Needs 

☐ Financial Poverty/ Neglect ☐ Criminal Activity ☐ Family Issues 

☐ Alcohol Misuse ☐ Drug Misuse ☐ Gangs

☐ Self-Harm/Risk of suicide ☐ Socially Unacceptable Behaviour ☐ Pregnancy 

Other, please detail: 

16-21 Year Old Apprentices 

☐ Young Carer ☐ Child Sexual Exploitation ☐ Parental Support 

Other, please detail: 

Does the apprentice currently have any worries or concerns relating to the course, their work or 
their homelife? 

 

Are there any immediate actions that can be taken to alleviate the worries or concerns? 

Action Completed by Supported by 

   

   

   

   

Notes/Comments 
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